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Visualizing Our Minds
Thesis for the Master of Design program at UC Berkeley



Connect with your mind in the way you 
connect with others

Foster deeper empathy with yourself and your 
mental wellbeing

Help people reframe the way they see mental 
health and encourage self reflection

The Goal



Research - Major Takeaways

Monsters are used to represent mental 
health all the time, from professional 
illustrations to the use of the “anxiety 
monster” in therapy practices.

Journaling has proven benefits for 
dealing with symptoms of many mental 
health issues such as anxiety and 
depression

Technologies such as NLP and Text to 
Image AI can be used to extract data 
from text and generate art from data.

AI generated image of monstersAI generated images of monsters



Research - Drawings

Gathered dozens of drawings from children 
of what they imagined their mind monsters 
to be in order to get ideas for features, 
themes, and meaningful visual elements

Experimented with using AI tools like 
Artbreeder to create generated monsters 
from the drawings and written notes on 
feelings



Concept

The main concept is to create an application that takes the user’s journal entries, 
analyzes them with natural language processing to extract data, and then produces a 
generated monster that represents one’s mind and mental wellbeing.



Concept



Prototype

The main functionality (journaling, natural language processing, dynamic manipulation 
of monster image) was prototyped mainly in JavaScript to develop and test demo of the 
design



Prototype

The main screens were designed and mocked up to represent a fun and playful UI that 
gamifies self care and mental wellbeing.



egalresources.com
Berkeley Haas Center for Equity, Gender, and Leadership
I worked as a Web Designer/Developer for EGAL and built egalresources.com from scratch using mostly HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 
It is hosted on Webflow and is used as an extension of their official Berkeley site to deploy tools that advance their mission of creating 
Equity Fluent Leaders.





Inclusive Terms Glossary

The sidebar lets the user navigate 
through the information about the 
glossary as well as jump straight to the 
terms. 

The content menu lets the user jump to 
a specific letter of the alphabet and see 
what words begin with that letter. 

The glossary is in alphabetical order and 
is also easily searchable.



Inclusive Terms Glossary

Fully responsive Keyboard navigable and 
screen reader compatible

Easy to update and edit content on 
the backend through a spreadsheet





Belonging Rapid Diagnostics

Each survey asks about 30-40 multiple 
choice questions about the way the user 
is running their organization.

An area for reflections at the bottom of 
each page allows the user to write about 
examples and experiences related to the 
question topics and keep a record of ways 
they are currently advancing belonging 
in their organization.



Belonging Rapid Diagnostics

After submitting the survey, a scoresheet 
showing the overall score as well as 
individual scores for each category 
of question will be displayed. Each 
question is linked to a specific play in the 
Belonging Playbook so in each section, 
a list of suggested plays will be shown 
based on what questions were scored 
low. 

If the user filled out their email on the 
optional email question of the survey, a 
copy of this scoresheet would also be sent 
to them after submitting the diagnostic. 



Belonging Rapid Diagnostics

Fully responsive If you enter your email, you receive a follow up 
email in 6 months to encourage you to retake the 
assessment This is done through customer journeys 
in Mailchimp.

Data from the surveys are stored offsite in a spreadsheet for EGAL 
to understand the way people are scoring on the surveys. This data is 
averaged overall, per category, and for each demographic.



iCareU
Practice self care, anywhere



How might we use meditative practices 
to relieve people’s anxiety when they are 
not at home?

 
 
How might we utilize the senses to 
provide a calming affect to the user’s 
body?

 
 
How might we make self care and anxiety 
relief portable, accessible, and discrete?



iCareU utilizes meditation practices to help 
users relieve their stress and anxiety.

Our design activates different senses 
through scent, sound, heat, and pressure 
so no matter where you are, you can feel 
calm and confident.



The iCareU System

Cover

Speakers

Servos

Scent Pods

Pressure Pads

Button

Heater

The wearable’s purpose is to allow the user to 
activate their different senses. It sits around a 
user’s neck on their shoulders and is designed 
to curve around the contours of the body.

Inside the device, there are:

servos that can push down on pressure pads 
aimed at your shoulder wells,

speakers to play sounds or calming music, 

scent pods to release your favorite smells, 

and a heater at the back of your neck to provide 
warmth. 



Prototyping

Our prototype was created by modeling the 
outer casing in CAD and 3D printing it in 
pieces. 

We had all of the different components 
mounted inside and controlled with a 
combination of Arduino and Raspberry Pi. 

Future iterations of this prototype would include 
being made out of a softer, more flexible 
material, including the power source inside the 
casing to make the device fully self contained, 
and tweaking the servo mechanism to better hit 
the pressure points in the users shoulders. We 
also would want to connect it to our app to give 
the user better control.



The iCareU App

The app was designed and protoyped in Figma 
to showcase the intended functionality and 
interactions.

Learn about the iCareU device, how to set it 
up, and the benefits of using it. Walk through 
the device function and get the background 
information needed to get started.

Choose calming music or sounds to play 
through the device speakers. These sounds 
include noises such as forest, ocean, and Cafe.



The iCareU App

Watch meditation walkthroughs and learn 
how to meditate on your own. Choose from a 
wide variety of meditation types to try.

Choose your device settings such as what 
features are turned on and what scent you 
want. Also see your stats from using the device.

Future work would be to develop the app based 
on the design and connect it to the physical 
iCareU device



iCareU
Practice self care, anywhere



Hybrid Identities



Hybrid Identities
The Hybrid Identities app and AR experience analyzes a user’s online 
presence and experiences and generates a color based cloud to 
represent that activity. It overlays this over their face and body in AR and 
allows the user to see their own digital identity physicalized as well as 
compare it to those of others.



Hybrid Identities
Hybrid Identities gives you the ability to reflect on one’s own 
experiences and perceptions of the world with respect to  others’ 
around them. As users traverse the world, they are nudged to observe 
how others perceive things differently and how their perceptions can 
modify our own.



Hybrid Identities
Hybrid Identities is a conceptual project. The AR components were 
mocked up in Unity Mars and the app was designed and prototyped in 
Figma to show the intended interactions and design.



Through the application, with permission granted from users, we would collect qualitative 
information from social media interactions: which apps you use, what you do on them, 
who you interact with, etc. The app would then interpret the data to build the user’s own 
unique, virtual identity that is represented using vibrant colors and hues. This is shown 
through low poly, color coded clouds overlaid the user’s face and body in AR, adding a 
layer of their digital identity that is now perceivable by those in the physical space around 
them.

The AR would recognize the face of each user of the app and place different colored clouds 
over different parts of the body. The larger the cloud, the more prominent that color coded 
aspect is in the user’s online life. These clouds of color are ever changing. As one moves 
through the world (both in real life and online), interactions with new people and places 
change the clouds and therefore, no person’s color identity is ever static or complete but 
constantly forming through mobility. Our intention is for users to be able to experience 
both a new way of visualizing your own identity as well as see those of other people.

Hybrid Identities



EDUCATION

ABOUT ME

SKILLS

CONTACT

DIGITAL MEDIA DESIGN

ENGINEERING & MECHANICAL DESIGN

Master of Design at UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA                            August 2021 - December 2022
 GPA: 4.0/4.0
Studied Digital Media at West Valley College                                   September 2020 - May 2021
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL                              September 2016 - June 2020
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering with a minor in Computer Science
 GPA: 3.7/4.0 

Berkeley Haas Center for Equity, Gender, and Leadership - Web designer/developer             May 2022 - Present
• Developed interactive tools to promote equity and belonging in the workplace
• Coded tools in HTML/CSS/Javascript and embedded into a website I designed and built in Webflow

Nspire Careers - Freelance Web Designer                           June 2021 - Present
• Edited and built website in Showit, designing UI, layout, color palette, and navigation

West Valley College, Saratoga, CA                               September 2020 - July 2021
• Studied graphic design, web design, interface design, app design, and digital art/animation
• Created projects such as magazine layouts, logo designs, book cover designs, conceptual app proposals, websites, and more

West Valley Fashion Show, Saratoga, CA                                 April 2021
• Designed logo concept for the West Valley Fashion Show and animated it in After Effects

Orchard Valley Coffee, Campbell, CA - Freelance Web Designer                                 April 2021
• Evaluated website for ADA compliance, suggested changes for better accessibility/functionality

Prince Castle, Carol Stream, IL - Mechanical Engineering Intern                                June - September 2019
• Validated an alternative supplier for heaters with a potential of $500k annual savings
• Created original designs of custom holding bins for client by designing sheet metal parts in SolidWorks, assembling 

products, and iterating on design of parts
• Conducted user research at stores and designed an automated fryer to increase kitchen safety

LTA Research & Exploration, Mountain View, CA - Mechanical Engineering Intern                    June - August 2018
• Designed and manufactured a solar panel testing jig with angle variation to the sun
• Built an automated cable cutting machine

Carbon 3D, Redwood City, CA - Mechanical Engineering Intern                                         June - August 2017
• Designed and built tooling fixtures to aid in the production and use of new 3D printer prototypes
• Evaluated feasibility of printing scannable Data Matrices on 3D printed parts

My name is Sara and I am a designer based in the Bay 
Area.  I am passionate about design and social innovation. 
My background in human centered design drives my 
passion to create products that impact people. I am 
specifically interested in accessibility and assistive 
technology.

I have a BS in Mechanical Engineering and a Minor in 
Computer Science from Northwestern University. I am 
currently pursuing a Masters of Design at UC Berkeley and 
will be graduating in Fall 2022.

sarafriend.design@gmail.com

(650) 400-0111

www.linkedin.com/in/sara-friend
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